WELCOME to FUSION WEST
People Building for People
At Fusion West Manufacturing Solutions Inc. We pride ourselves on
offering our customers the highest level of service in the industry. Our
customers are an integral part of our business and we work tirelessly to
ensure your complete satisfaction. Our employees are committed to
assisting you and your staff with your product requirements.
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We are excited to share our new patented Clamshell lid design. This lid
is helping to revolutionize the roll
off waste industry . With the
heightened awareness to safety and

environmental issues, customers are more often requesting lidded
containers. This new,
innovative lid is safe and
easy for anyone to use and
secures with only the
slightest effort. It keeps the
waste in and prevents illegal
dumping or scavenging.
Frequently Asked Questions:
Question: Do you ship to BC?
Answer: With our nesting style front load and roll off bins we
have been able to ship cost-effectively throughout Western Canada
and the Northern states.
Question: What is your lead time,
and how can I avoid lengthy lead
times?
Answer: From date of order we
strive for a 2-3 week delivery timeline. During peak times and number
of orders in the production queue this
lead time may fluctuate to 2-8 weeks.
If you have a possible upcoming contract you can contact us to arrange
holding a place in our production
queue.

Our Mission
Customer Satisfaction:
I have been enjoying my new clam shell
bin very much, it only takes one person to
open & close it. I would highly
recommend this bin to all your customers.
Never exchange it for anything else!

To build lasting
relationships by
building better
containers!

Rodney S. Mellquist—End of the Roll Saskatoon

We started using the
portable littler fences late 2018. We have found it easy to move the
litter fence with the dozer blade on our wheel loader. They help
contain the litter to a smaller area, We wish we would have ordered
them sooner.

